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A new family settles in the area to establish an empire, willing to stop at nothing to uproot the Selbys

from the land they've come to love. Book 3 in the bestselling Heirs of Montana historical series.
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Tracie Peterson is the award-winning author of over one hundred novels, both historical and

contemporary. Her avid research resonates in her stories, as seen in her bestselling Heirs of

Montana and Alaskan Quest series. Tracie and her family make their ho

Wonderful!! The third in the series, Heirs of Montana, To Dream Anew.Best books I've read in a

long time! I just love reading about our Lord's words in Tracie Peterson's books. There are so many

in the series who follow the Lord's teaching, I don't think I've ever seen anyone more of a Christian,

except for my own husband, than some of the people in this story! It makes me happy to read about

their faith. There are such good characters supporting the hero and heroine, Diane and Cole, they

all just seem to fit together. Of course there is always a thorn to go along with the roses, and there

are several real bad ones in To Dream Anew! One of them, a woman, you just have to read to

believe how very bad she is! She's meaner than four or five men put together. Never seen anyone

like her! The story is highly suspenseful. A very enjoyable read. I highly recommend this series!

This is book #3 of a 4 book series. i would recommend you read all 4 books in sequence to get the



most value form these books. They are most interesting and insightful into the history of the times of

the settling of the old west. I really enjoyed them, but then, I do enjoy historical fiction. Your heart

cries for the Native Americans as you read these books, as they lose their land, their way of life,

their hunting grounds, and finally being displaced to reservations.

I love all of the life lessons explained in this book. How each personality grew a deep faith from all

different ways in their lives. Life can be so hard emotionally unless you choose to have hope in

more than your own strengths. I love this series of Heirs of Montana. I would recommend this for all

readers that want to know history of earlier settlers. This book took you along the good & bad

journey of great characters. Tacie Peterson is one of my favorites in Christian Fiction books.

I loved this book and the whole series. It is a beautiful story line and a enjoyable read. I would

recommend this series to anyone.

This book was a page turner! I could hardly put it down! I love the way the writer makes the story

flow and how she makes it so real! She has become one of my favorites! I must admit that the first

book in this series is a little sad but as the story goes on it gets better! I also love the way she

always seems to have most of her characters believe in God! Reading these books have definitely

help me dial with some of my own personal problems as a woman! Hope you are blessed by them

as much as I've been! Happy reading!

I love the time period in which Tracy Peterson writes her stories.They are Christian based. The story

keeps you interested and feeling like you are living the adventures along with the characters. I love

all books by Tracy Peterson. She is a number 1 writer in my opinion.

I've just started reading Book 4 of the series. Although Book 1 starts off slowly, it soon becomes

very interesting and was difficult to put down. Both Book 2 & Book 3 keeps you wanting to read

more & more! I'm looking forward to completing Book 4 - but must admit, I'll be sorry to see the

series end!!

I enjoyed the entire Heirs of Montana series very much. I found the characters to be believable and

the time period and the settings interesting. While there are many challenges to be faced, I was left

with an uplifting feeling.
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